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Preparing to Play
According to the Entertainment Software Association of Can ada, over half of the Canadian population can now be classified as gamers, which means they play a video game at least once a month. This gameplay takes place in a range of locations, from personal mobile devices to computer screens to movie theatres that host large-scale eGaming tournaments. But gaming goes beyond Canada's $3.7 billion video game industry. Other modes of gaming are gaining popularity, from live action role-playing (LARPing) to tabletop gaming to the gamified classroom. According to The New York Times, the act of watching others play is also now widespread, with online users spending 128 million hours a month watching people play the game Fortnite over the streaming service Twitch.
While there is no single reason behind this recent expansion of gaming practices and spaces-nor any single motivating factor that unites all gamers-game critics frequently theorize on why gaming has become so pervasive. Focusing on the structure of games, Ian Bogost argues, "Games aren't appealing because they are fun, but because they are limited. Because they erect bound aries. Because we must accept their structures in order to play them" (x). Bogost points to one way that theatre and performance intersect with gaming-they both provide a structure and set of rules for spectators/players. But this crossover is not limited to similarities in form. Structured play has long been a central ele ment of theatre and performance, particularly in actor training and theatre for social change. We can think here of Augusto Boal's Games for Actors and Non-Actors and Viola Spolin's Improvisa tion for the Theater, two core resources in performer training with game structures at their core. As Spolin notes, gaming allows for both personal and collective creativity-key skills for any per formance maker: "The game is a natural group form providing the involvement and personal freedom necessary for experiencing. Games develop personal techniques and skills necessary for the game itself, through playing" (4).
Set-Up
Though gaming has always been an integral part of performance, now-emergent gaming practices-particularly in digital spacesare taking the field of theatre and performance in new directions. This issue of Canadian Theatre Review explores how theatre and gaming practices have become entangled, and how performance practices feed into increasingly ubiquitous modes of play. This is the first issue of Canadian Theatre Review on gaming; however, many previous issues and articles have dug into topics relating to this area. Canadian Theatre Review has published three issues on the relationship between digital tools and theatre: Computing In issues 81 and 159, Alan Filewod proposes taking seriously the connections between theatre, performance, and digital gam ing-particularly in terms of embodiment and immersion. In the more recent issue, Filewod argues that while " [d] igital gam ing may not be theatre . . . it is a theatricalized activity, and it has a place in the wider sphere of activities that theatre embraces, where we trace a spectrum of related activities involving partici patory play, narrative simulation, enactment, and spectatorship" (38). This issue follows Filewod's understanding of digital gaming as "a theatricalized activity" and considers a "spectrum of related activities," such as LARPing, which may be either inspired by or reminiscent of aspects of digital gaming. 
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Gameplay
Recent upsurges in gaming practices-both analog and digitalhave had a quick and profound impact on the Canadian theatre and performance scene. Developments in this area are diverse, ranging from theatremakers developing mobile apps to the gami fication of theatre festivals to LARP experiences. This diversity de mands a multitude of skills, which often means projects become cross-disciplinary, with programmers working alongside theatremakers. While some of the authors in this issue are hybrid art ists who work in theatre and code, others are theatre artists who collaborate with game designers, visual artists, and programmers. This merging of disciplines raises questions about how to integrate diverse vocabularies and expectations.
The three members of U.N.I.T. Productions-best known for creating and producing the work of the clown duo Morro and Jasp-delve into the issue of language when discussing their digi tal app Morro and Jasp: Unscripted, which they created with game designer David Fono. Byron Laviolette-in conversation here with Heather Marie Annis and Amy Lee-describes how early in the process "the term 'game' was consistently challenged. Was this actually a game? What choices, affordances or sense of explora tion were in fact being offered to players? . . . If not, what was it?" While the team was able to surmount certain material limitations of theatre and to offer new ways for audiences to interact with Morro and Jasp, working in the gaming world turned out to have a host of other, sometimes unexpected constraints. For example, they could not animate the characters, so had to create a series of static facial expressions to use in the app.
The Niagara Military Museum escape rooms were another interdisciplinary project. In 2017, a group of undergraduate stu dents from the dramatic arts program and the interactive arts and science program at Brock University were brought together and tasked with creating two fully functional escape rooms as part of an experiential learning course. Five of the students involved, Helena Ciuciura, Mark Dickinson, Tarndeep Pannu, Michelle Moham med, and Dylan Pineo, discuss the process behind this project and consider the benefits and challenges of working across disciplines. Pineo, an interactive arts and science graduate, jokes that the pro cess was initially like "[trying] to understand Ancient Mayan" but also notes how, as their journey progressed, the two groups started to discover ways to "bridge that gap of communication."
In this issue's online feature, Dustin Freeman also discusses the difference between theatrical and digital gaming contexts. In particular, Freeman wonders how to refer to the audience members who engage with an emergent performance form he is currently developing, which mixes interactive, immersive theatre with video gaming. Freeman notes how, in a gaming context, the audience members would be 'players,' but this term has different connota tions in a theatrical context. This difference leads to a tension as "[w]e don't want our audience members to think of their mission as something they must hurry to solve, as in an escape room, but as an adventure they go on, that they have some agency with."
Deciding how much agency to give audience members is also a challenge for theatremakers integrating gaming into site-specific performance. Jacob Niedzwiecki's production Jacqueries mixed parkour, site-specific dance, augmented reality, and immersive au dio to take audience members through a heist scenario. Reflecting on the Jacqueries creation process, Niedzwiecki describes how the production team wanted to create an asymmetrical experience for the audience, with spectators being able to take different paths through the piece. This kind of journey is a norm in digital gaming but leads to a host of issues when integrated into immersive, realworld environments. Niedzwiecki shares how he "worried about character and narrative" and had to make important decisions about "how much freedom or choice the audience [would] have."
Speaking from the position of both a theatre artist and video game performer in an interview with Mark Lipton, Joy Tanner ad dresses the challenges of working in multiple disciplines and media simultaneously. Lipton and Tanner's frank conversation about the working conditions for actors in the video game industry connects to some of the dark and troubling aspects of gaming. In 2014, the hashtag #GamerGate began to gain prominence, particularly as a means to threaten and dox female-identifying video game mak ers and critics. More recently, in 2018, Kotaku published allega tions of gender discrimination against the esports company Riot Games, best known for its online battle game League of Legends. These two examples are just a small part of the 'bro culture' linked to gaming that has come under increasing scrutiny in recent years. Lipton and Tanner discuss a further troubling aspect of gaming: the World Health Organization's recent declaration of gaming ad diction as a disorder.
One of the ways that gamers are beginning to address issues of misconduct and abuse is through a deeper attention to consent. David Owen explores consent in the context of LARP in the Ed monton area. Building on interviews with members of LARGE (the Live Action Role-Players' Guild of Edmonton) and his own LARPing experiences, Owen discovers examples where LARPers seem more attuned to the need for consent than theatremakers are. Whether implicit or explicit, Owen finds that consent is ne cessary to develop a model LARP environment where "everyone has the possibility of contributing." Andy Thompson addresses a gaming experience that also included a large amount of role-play and thus demanded considerations around participants' consent. Recounting The Virtual Stage's The Zombie Syndrome series, which ran for a number of years in Vancouver, Thompson de scribes how the project had waivers for participants, which is also a way to protect producers. But there was an additional means of holding the audience accountable for their actions: a scoring sys tem based around a sense of 'morality.' While Thompson acknowledges the dark sides to gaming, such as addiction, he also finds that, "when used wisely," it is "rife with potential for theatre artists" and "has the potential to enrich our world in new and exciting ways." These sentiments corres pond with arguments by several game makers and scholars, in cluding Mary Flanagan, Katherine Isbister, and Jane McGonigal, who point to the potential of gaming as a mode through which to build empathy and break norms. McGonigal even goes so far as to argue that digital games are "fulfilling genuine human needs that the real world is currently unable to satisfy" (4). For Peter Kuling, gaming also holds potential as a pedagogical tool. Kul ing argues that his experiments using the Fiasco gaming system in the university classroom led to a "unique . . . applied and educa tional model" as it "empower[ed] all players to take on multiple roles simultaneously as audience members, actors, writers, and more." This experience allowed students to concurrently develop an embodied understanding of theoretical concepts like immer sion, while also helping them improve their skills in collaboration, improvisation, and playmaking.
But pedagogy through gaming forms is not limited to work with active participant involvement. In their project Grand Theft Terra Firma, artists David Campion and Sandra Shields combine gaming with a visual art practice and history. Campion and Shields, in conversation with curator Laura Schneider, describe how they built an installation mimicking the look of a video game hand book. The artists used the narrative structure of the blockbuster video game series Grand Theft Auto to both "organize complex historical information" and implicate gallery visitors in colonial histories. While visitors are not asked to physically engage in the piece as game players, from the moment they enter "the exhibi tion challenges audiences to reconsider the benevolent narratives of settlement and civilization that Canadians are accustomed to."
Ending the Game
In lieu of a text-based script, this issue concludes with an article and visual text from Remy Siu. Siu first takes the reader through a series of vignettes covering the many development stages of Hong Kong Exile's Foxconn Frequency (no.3)-for three visibly Chinese performers. The third and final piece in the Foxconn Frequency series, the production used game mechanics to evaluate the per formance of three pianists in real time. After this narrative, Siu provides the reader with a look inside the software system running the piece.
Calculating Victory Points
In Foxconn Frequency (no.3), a 3-D printer creates a yellow cube if certain parameters are met by the performers-analogous to un locking an achievement (e.g. finding the princess in the castle) in a digital game. If a 3-D cube prints, it signals a particularly virtuosic performance. However, the performance still occurs whether the object prints or not. As Siu notes, "many experimental indie video games have already moved past the need for a 'win' or a 'lose, '" and Foxconn Frequency (no. 3) is no exception. Many of the per formances discussed in this issue, including Foxconn Frequency (no.3), are possibly more interesting-or, as Andy Thompson puts it, more "theatrically rewarding"-when some kind of unexpect ed outcome occurs. In these moments, we become attuned to the creativity and commitment needed from artists and audiences to play along and enter into game worlds, whether digital, theatrebased, or on a tabletop.
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